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ABSTRACT: Actinium-225 (225Ac) is one of the most promising
radionuclides for targeted alpha therapy (TAT). With a half-life of
9.92 days and a decay chain that emits four high-energy α particles,
225Ac is well-suited for TAT when conjugated to macromolecular
targeting vectors that exhibit extended in vivo circulation times.
The implementation of 225Ac in these targeted constructs, however,
requires a suitable chelator that can bind and retain this
radionuclide in vivo. Previous work has demonstrated the
suitability of a diaza-18-crown-6 macrocyclic chelator H2macropa
for this application. Building upon these prior efforts, in this study,
two rigid variants of H2macropa, which contain either one
(H2BZmacropa) or two (H2BZ2macropa) benzene rings within
the macrocyclic core, were synthesized and investigated for their
potential use for 225Ac TAT. The coordination chemistry of these ligands with La3+, used as a nonradioactive model for Ac3+, was
carried out. Both NMR spectroscopic and X-ray crystallographic studies of the La3+ complexes of these ligands revealed similar
structural features to those found for the related complex of H2macropa. Thermodynamic stability constants of the La3+ complexes,
however, were found to be 1 and 2 orders of magnitude lower than those of H2macropa for H2BZmacropa and H2BZ2macropa,
respectively. The decrease in thermodynamic stability was rationalized via the use of density functional theory calculations. 225Ac
radiolabeling and serum stability studies with H2BZmacropa showed that this chelator compares favorably with H2macropa. Based
on these promising results, a bifunctional version of this chelator, H2BZmacropa-NCS, was synthesized and conjugated to the
antibody codrituzumab (GC33), which targets the liver cancer biomarker glypican-3 (GPC3). The resulting GC33-BZmacropa
conjugate and an analogous GC33-macropa conjugate were evaluated for their 225Ac radiolabeling efficiencies, antigen-binding
affinities, and in vivo biodistribution in HepG2 liver cancer tumor-bearing mice. Although both conjugates were comparably effective
in their radiolabeling efficiencies, [225Ac]Ac-GC33-BZmacropa showed slightly poorer serum stability and biodistribution than
[225Ac]Ac-GC33-macropa. Together, these results establish H2BZmacropa-NCS as a new bifunctional chelator for the preparation of
225Ac radiopharmaceuticals.

■ INTRODUCTION

The 2013 FDA approval of 223RaCl2 (Xofigo) for the
management of bone metastases in castration-resistant prostate
cancer patients has heralded a renaissance in targeted alpha
therapy (TAT), a treatment modality that uses the high linear
energy transfer of alpha (α) particles to annihilate cancer cells.1

Despite the success of this drug, the development of new
radiopharmaceutical agents employing 223Ra has been hindered
by the difficult chelation chemistry of this ion.2 Fortunately, a
number of other α-emitting radionuclides, such as 227Th, 225Ac,
213Bi, 212Bi, 212Pb, and 211At, have suitable properties for use in
TAT.3 Among these radionuclides, 225Ac has demonstrated
particular promise due to advances in its large-scale production,
its ideal 9.92-day physical half-life for conjugation to long-lived
biomolecules, and its high cytotoxic potency, which arises from
the four α particles emitted through its decay chain.4,5 Clinical

trials of 225Ac small-molecule6,7 and antibody8 conjugates are
underway, and early results have been promising.
A significant limitation in the development of new 225Ac-

based TAT radiopharmaceutical agents has arisen from the
difficulty in identifying suitable chelating agents for the large
Ac3+ ion.5 Although acyclic chelators such as ethylenediamine
tetraacetic acid (H4EDTA) and diethylenetriamine pentaacetic
acid (H5DTPA) have been shown to possess high affinity for the
225Ac3+ ion, the resulting complexes are labile, leading to the
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release of the free metal ion in biological systems.9 By contrast,
many Ac3+ complexes of macrocyclic chelators are substantially
more inert. For example, the macrocyclic chelator tetraazacy-
clododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (H4DOTA) has been
used successfully for both small-molecule and antibody 225Ac-
radioconjugates, albeit with some significant challenges. For
example, radiolabeling of H4DOTA with 225Ac either requires
high temperatures, which are incompatible with macro-
molecular biomolecules such as antibodies, or long incubation
times, which yields constructs with relatively low specific
activities.10−14 Furthermore, serum stability studies have shown
that the [225Ac]Ac-DOTA complex dissociates over time,15 a
property that is corroborated by animal studies that show
deposition of 225Ac in the liver and femur after the
administration of DOTA-based conjugates.16 These drawbacks
have sparked efforts to develop superior bifunctional chelators
for 225Ac.
To accommodate the large ionic radius of Ac3+, researchers

have targeted alternative ligands that contain more than eight
donor atoms to saturate its coordination sphere. For instance,
macrocycles bispa,17 crown,18 macrodipa, and py-macrodipa,19

as well as acyclic chelators octapa,15 py4pa,20 and phospha,15

have all successfully radiolabeled 225Ac3+ at room temperature in
<60 min. However, not all these chelators form sufficiently
stable complexes with 225Ac for biological use.
Among the potential alternatives to H4DOTA, the diaza-18-

crown-6 macrocyclic chelator H2macropa (Chart 1) has shown
significant promise for 225Ac chelation in TAT applications.24,25

This compound is unique by virtue of its high selectivity for large
over small lanthanide ions,21 a property that makes it favorable
for use with the large Ac3+ ion. In contrast to H4DOTA, this
chelator can quantitatively radiolabel 225Ac at room temperature
in 5 min and form complexes that are sufficiently stable for long-
term biological applications. The success of this chelator with
225Ac has been demonstrated by several studies that have used it
in conjunction with small-molecule and antibody-based
targeting vectors.26−29

The efficacy of H2macropa suggests that this structural
archetype is valuable for Ac3+ chelation. Building upon this

scaffold, two new analogues of H2macropa were investigated.
These compounds are rigidified versions of the parent chelator,
containing either one (H2BZmacropa) or two (H2BZ2macropa)
benzene rings within the 18-membered macrocycle (Chart 1).
We hypothesized that the decreased conformational flexibility of
these new analogues would preorganize them for more effective
and stable chelation of the Ac3+ ion.30−35 This study presents a
comprehensive comparative investigation of these new chelators
with respect to their La3+- and Ac3+-complexing properties.
Furthermore, a bifunctional chelator, H2BZmacropa-NCS, and
its conjugate to the glypican-3 (GPC3)-targeting antibody
codrituzumab36 (GC33) were prepared. The resulting 225Ac-
labeled GC33-BZmacropa conjugate was then assessed in an in
vivo mouse model of liver cancer. Collectively, the results from
this study highlight the importance of ligand design principles in
developing effective chelating agents for TAT applications.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chelator Syntheses. The previously reported ligands,

H2macropa21 and H2BZmacropa,37 and the novel ligand
H2BZ2macropa were synthesized via adaptations of procedures
that have been used to access related macrocyclic chelators.38

Briefly, the ligands were synthesized via the alkylation of the
corresponding diaza-18-crown-6 macrocycle at the secondary
amine nitrogen with 6-(bromomethyl)pyridine-2-carboxylic
acid methyl ester, followed by acid hydrolysis of the ester
functional groups (Schemes S1 and S2). The ligands were fully
characterized using NMR spectroscopy, mass spectrometry
(MS), elemental analysis, and analytical high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) (Figures S1−S29).

Coordination Chemistry with La3+. Because no stable
isotopes of Ac3+ exist, the coordination chemistries of
H2BZmacropa and H2BZ2macropa were investigated using
La3+. As the largest lanthanide, this ion has a similar ionic radius,
hydrolysis constant, and hard−soft acid−base properties to
Ac3+, thus rendering it a suitable model.5,39 Treatment of
equimolar ratios of LaCl3 with each compound in water at
neutral pH followed by salt metathesis with KPF6 led to the
precipitation of the [LaL(H2O)]PF6 complexes, which were

Chart 1. Chelators Discussed in This Work
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crystallized via the slow evaporation of concentrated aqueous
solutions at room temperature. The structures of these
complexes (Figure 1), as determined using X-ray crystallog-

raphy, are comparable to that of [La(macropa)(H2O)]
+.24 In all

three complexes, the La3+ center attains an 11-coordinate
geometry with 10 donors provided by the macrocyclic ligands
and the 11th arising from an inner-sphere water molecule that
interpenetrates the macrocyclic core.
Within the macropa2− and BZmacropa2− structures, the metal

ion sits above the mean plane of the O atoms in the macrocycle
(O1−O4), resulting in near linear N1−La−N2 angles of 178.04
and 172.41°, respectively. By contrast, the structure of
[La(BZ2macropa)(H2O)]

+ shows that all the donor atoms of
the macrocyclic base reside in a plane below the La3+ center,

rendering the N1−La−N2 angle to be much more acute
(148.77°). This distortion is most likely a consequence of the
presence of the two rigid benzene groups, which lead to
additional strain in the macrocycle of BZ2macropa2− upon
coordination to the La3+ backbone.
In addition to this distortion, there are also significant

differences with respect to the interatomic distances between the
donor atoms and the La3+ center within these structures. For
example, the inner coordination sphere of the La3+ ion in the
BZmacropa complex is relatively asymmetric; the La−N
distances on the macrocycle are 2.857 and 2.957 Å, representing
a significant difference of 0.1 Å. Furthermore, the La−O
distances from the aryl ether oxygens of the macrocycle are
significantly disparate at 2.772 and 3.058 Å. By contrast, the
crystal structure of [La(BZ2macropa)(H2O)]

+ is relatively
symmetric with chemically equivalent donor atoms interacting
with the La3+ center at similar distances. However, the La−O
distances within the macrocycle fall between 2.83 and 2.96 Å. By
contrast, the crystal structure of [La(macropa)]+ has La−O
distances that are much shorter (between 2.70 and 2.79 Å).
Thus, the aryl ethers donors conferred by the benzene ring
appear to interact more weakly than the aliphatic ethereal
donors, as evidenced by the longer interatomic distances in the
former.

Solution Thermodynamics with La3+. To assess the
effects of the presence of the rigid benzene groups on the metal-
binding properties of H2BZmacropa and H2BZ2macropa, the
thermodynamic stabilities of their La3+ complexes were
measured via pH potentiometric titrations. The protonation
constants of H2BZmacropa and H2BZ2macropa and the stability
constants of their La3+ complexes are collected in Table 1. For
both chelators, a total of four protonation constants were
observed over a pH range of 2.5−11.3. The first and the second
protonation constants most likely correspond to the sequential
protonation of the macrocyclic amine nitrogen atoms, whereas
the third and fourth protonation constants are assigned to the
protonation at the picolinate pendent arms. Although there are
six basic sites on the chelators, the fifth and sixth protonation
constants could not be determined using the pH ranges
employed in these titrations. The sum of the first and second
protonation constants of the rigid compounds are 0.8 and 1.3 log
units, respectively, lower than that of macropa, indicating that
the addition of phenyl groups increases the acidity of the
macrocycles. This result is an expected consequence of the
electron-withdrawing nature of the phenyl groups and is
consistent with previously reported data on similar macrocyclic

Figure 1. Crystal structures of (a) [La(BZmacropa)(H2O)](PF6) and
(b) [La(BZ2macropa)(H2O)](PF6). Thermal ellipsoids are drawn at
the 50% probability level. Outer-sphere solvents, counter-anions, and
hydrogen atoms attached to carbon centers are omitted for clarity.
Color scheme: La = teal; O = red; N = blue; and C = gray.

Table 1. Protonation Constants of Various Chelators and the Thermodynamic Stability Constants of Corresponding La3+

Complexes Determined Using pH Potentiometry (25 °C and I = 0.1 M KCl)

H2macropa H2BZmacropa H2BZ2macropa H4DOTA H5DTPA H4EDTA

log K1 7.41(1)c 7.06(2) 6.89(7) 11.14d 10.45e 10.17e

log K2 6.85(1)c 6.41(1) 6.11(3) 9.69d 8.53e 6.11e

log K3 3.32(1)c 3.35(2) 3.36(3) 4.84d 4.28e 2.68e

log K4 2.36(1)c 2.41(9) 2.26(9) 3.95d 2.65e 2.00e

log K5 1.69(1)c 1.82e 1.5e

log KLaL 14.99(2)c 13.99(5) 12.04(6) 21.7(1)d 19.48e 15.46e

log KLaHL 2.28(3)c 2.5(2)d 2.24e

log K′Laa 14.63 13.81 11.92 15.67 15.27 12.67
pLab 15.58 14.77 12.87 16.62 16.22 13.62

aConditional stability constants (log K′M) at a pH of 7.4, 25 °C, and I = 0.1 M KCl. bpM values calculated from −log[M]free ([M]total = 10−6 M,
[L]total = 10−5 M, pH 7.4, 25 °C, and I = 0.1 M KCl). c0.1 M KCl, ref 21. d0.1 M KCl, ref 22. e0.1 M, ref 23.
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chelators.40−42 It should be noted that the protonation constants
for H2BZmacropa have been previously reported,37 and these
valuesin particular, the most basic protonation constant
differ somewhat from those measured in this study. The use of
different media for ionic strength (0.1 M KCl vs 0.1 M KNO3)
could partly explain these discrepancies. In any case, the pH
potentiometric titrations in the present study were carried out in
triplicate and are reported with a high degree of confidence.
After obtaining the protonation constants, the La3+ stability

constants (log KLaL) of the H2BZmacropa and H2BZ2macropa
complexes were determined using pH potentiometric titrations
(Table 1). The log KLaL values decrease upon the addition of
phenyl groups to the macrocyclic backbone, following the
sequence log KLamacropa > log KLaBZmacropa > log KLaBZ2macropa. The
stability constant for the La3+ complex of H2BZmacropa (log
KLaL = 13.99) is approximately 1 log unit lower than that of
H2macropa (log KLaL = 14.99). The introduction of a second
phenyl group in H2BZ2macropa leads to an even greater
destabilization of the complexes, as reflected by a log KLaL value
(log KLaL = 12.04) that is almost 2 log units lower than that of
H2BZmacropa. In order to account for the effect of protonation
equilibria of the ligands on complex stability, the conditional
stability constants (log K′LaL) and pLa (the negative log of the
free metal concentration in a solution containing 10−6 M metal
ions and 10−5 M chelator) at a biologically relevant pH of 7.4
were calculated (Table 1). The trends in these conditional
stability constants follow those of the absolute values with log
K′Lamacropa = 14.63, log K′LaBZmacropa = 13.81, and log
K′LaBZ2macropa = 11.92. Although ligand rigidification should in
principle lead to enhanced metal complex stability, this effect
may depend on several factors including the type of metal
employed. For example, a previous study of ethylene glycol-
bis(β-aminoethyl ether)-N,N,N′,N′-tetraacetic acid (H4EGTA)
and an analogue of H4EGTA with a phenyl backbone showed
that enhanced stability was exhibited for the Ca2+ complex but
that the stability decreased for the La3+ complex.42 The reduced
stability observed in the cases of H2BZmacropa and
H2BZ2macropa may thus be a consequence of several different
factors.
Although the overall LaL stability constants for the rigid

ligands are lower than that of H2macropa, the absolute values
exceed 1010, suggesting that they form sufficiently strong
complexes for use in 225Ac TAT.
Density Functional Theory Calculations. In order to

better understand the La3+ stability constant trends, density
functional theory (DFT) was employed. The geometries of
[La(macropa)(OH2)]

+, [La(BZmacropa)(OH2)]
+, and [La-

(BZ2macropa)(OH2)]
+ were first optimized. The resulting

structures are qualitatively similar to the experimentally
determined X-ray crystal structures but exhibit a systematic
elongation of the La donor atom distances within the
macrocycles of approximately 0.05−0.10 Å. More importantly,
however, the relative asymmetry of [La(BZmacropa)(OH2)]

+ is
captured via the DFT optimization, thus validating this level of
theory. With suitably optimized structures, the ΔG° values for
the transchelation reaction between [La(macropa)(H2O)]

+ and
either BZmacropa2− or BZ2macropa2− were calculated.

G

La(macropa)(H O) BZmacropa

La(BZmacropa)(H O) macropa

7.03 kJ/mol

2
2

2
2

[ ] +

→ [ ] +

Δ ° =

+ −

+ −

G

La(macropa)(H O) BZ macropa

La(BZ macropa)(H O) macropa

16.8 kJ/mol

2 2
2

2 2
2

[ ] +

→ [ ] +

Δ ° =

+ −

+ −

For both of these reactions, the ΔG° was found to be >0,
indicating that both BZmacropa2− and BZ2macropa2− form less
thermodynamically stable complexes with La3+ than macropa2−.
Furthermore, ΔG° for the transchelation with BZ2macropa2−

was approximately 10 kJ/mol greater than that for BZmacro-
pa2−. Collectively, these computational results are consistent
with our experimental data that show BZ2macropa2− forms the
least stable La3+ complex of these three ligands.
Having validated our computational method against the

experimental results, we analyzed the different factors that
contribute to ΔG° for these reactions. As described in the
Supporting Information (Section S1.6), ΔG° can be expressed
as the sumΔΔGS° +ΔΔGB°, whereΔΔGS° is the relative ligand
strain energy and ΔΔGB° is the relative metal ion-binding
energy (see Supporting Information Section S1.6 for more
details).35,38,43,44 The strain energy (ΔGS°) is defined as the free
energy change required to distort the geometrically relaxed free
ligand (L) to a conformation that is suitable for metal ion
binding (Lstrain, eq S1), and the binding energy (ΔGB°) is
defined as the free energy change associated with the
incorporation of the La3+ ion into the ligand in its preorganized
metal-binding conformation (eq S2). The relative (ΔΔG)
values, compared to that of macropa2−, are given below.

G (BZmacropa ) 13.95 kJ/molS
2ΔΔ ° = −−

G (BZmacropa ) 20.98 kJ/molB
2ΔΔ ° =−

G (BZ macropa ) 14.41 kJ/molS 2
2ΔΔ ° = −−

G (BZ macropa ) 31.17 kJ/molB 2
2ΔΔ ° =−

For both BZmacropa2− and BZ2macropa2−,ΔΔGS° values are
negative, indicating that these compounds undergo a signifi-
cantly smaller free energy penalty for attaining an appropriate
metal-binding conformation than macropa2−. This result is
consistent with role of the rigid benzene groups in enhancing the
metal-binding preorganization of these ligands. By contrast, the
ΔΔGB° values for both rigid chelators are positive, a result that
suggests that macropa forms stronger binding interactions with
the La3+ ion. The weaker binding energies of H2BZmacropa and
H2BZ2macropa, compared to that of H2macropa, is most likely a
consequence of their decreased basicity and donor strength. As
noted above, the electron-withdrawing phenyl groups embed-
ded in the macrocycle decreases their basicity, as determined
experimentally via protonation constant measurements. This
decreased basicity also renders them less effective Lewis bases
for binding with La3+. To further verify this conclusion
computationally, theΔG° for a simple model ligand substitution
reaction on La3+ was calculated. In this substitution reaction, the
ΔG° values required to displace dimethyl ether, a model for the
aliphatic ether donors in H2macropa, with anisole, an aromatic
ether that models the donors on H2BZmacropa and
H2BZ2macropa, were calculated. These calculations revealed
that the displacement of dimethyl ether by anisole is
thermodynamically uphill (ΔG° = 17.22 kJ/mol). Thus, the
weaker donor strength of the aromatic ethers is a plausible
explanation for the positive ΔΔGB° determined for
H2BZmacropa and H2BZ2macropa. Together, these results
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reveal a counterbalancing effect of the introduction of the rigid
phenyl groups. Although these rigid phenyl groups provide a
favorable entropic contribution by preorganizing the ligands for
metal binding, their weaker donor strengths provide a poorer
enthalpic contribution to La3+ binding. For BZmacropa2− and
BZ2macropa2−, the weaker binding strength outweighs the
benefits obtained in ligand preorganization.
Radiolabeling and Stability Studies. Alongside the

comprehensive characterization of the La3+ complexes of
BZmacropa2− and BZ2macropa2−, which revealed them to be
effective ligands for this ion, their ability to chelate Ac3+ was
investigated. The chelators (∼300 μM) were incubated at room
temperature with 70 μCi (2.6 Mbq) [225Ac]Ac(NO3)3 in water
containing NH4OAc (0.1 M) at a pH of 5.5. Under these
conditions, both ligands, as well as macropa, quantitatively
radiolabeled 225Ac3+ in only 30 min, resulting in high specific
activities of approximately 7.5 Ci/g (278 GBq/g). Instant thin-
layer chromatography (ITLC) chromatograms, showing the
complex formation for these ligands and macropa, are shown in
the Supporting Information, Figures S63−S66. These results,
particularly the successful radiolabeling at room temperature,
confirm the high efficacy of expanded macrocyclic ligands such
as macropa2− for chelation of the large Ac3+ ion.
Having demonstrated the rapid and high-specific-activity

radiolabeling with H2BZmacropa and H2BZ2macropa, the
stabilities of the resulting Ac3+ complexes in whole human
serum at 37 °Cwere evaluated (Figures 2 and S70−S72). Under

these conditions, all complexes were >90% intact after 5 days.
Even with this high uniform stability among the complexes,
several trends could be discerned. Specifically, the increase in the
stability of the complexes followed the order BZ2macropa2− <
BZmacropa2− < macropa2−. This trend matches that observed
with the thermodynamic stability constant data of the La3+

complexes that was rationalized using DFT calculations, as
described above.
Bifunctional Chelator H2BZmacropa-NCS. The high

stability of the 225Ac complex of BZmacropa prompted us to
prepare a bifunctional version of this chelator. For this purpose,
we targeted the chelator H2BZmacropa-NCS (Chart 1), which
contains an amine-reactive isothiocyanate group appended to
the phenyl ring of the macrocyclic backbone. The synthesis of
this compound (Scheme 1) commenced from macrocycle 3,

which upon treatment with 1 equiv of KNO3 in trifluoracetic
acid afforded the monosubstituted nitro-product 8 in near
quantitative yield. The addition of the pendent arms to the
nitrated macrocycle was accomplished via alkylation of 8 at the
secondary amine nitrogen with 6-(bromomethyl)pyridine-2-
carboxylic acid methyl ester. Reduction of the nitrated
compound 9 using H2 over Pd/C followed by acid hydrolysis
of the ester functional groups yielded H2BZmacropa-NH2.
Finally, the isothiocyanate functional group was installed onto
the macrocycle via the treatment of H2BZmacropa-NH2 with
excess thiophosgene. Compound H2BZmacropa-NCS was fully
characterized using NMR spectroscopy, MS, and analytical
HPLC (Figures S30−S40).
A key difference between the first-generation bifunctional

chelator H2macropa-NCS (Chart 1) and H2BZmacropa-NCS is
the location of the amine-reactive −NCS group. On
H2BZmacropa-NCS, this functional group is attached to the
macrocycle backbone, whereas for H2macropa-NCS, it is on one
of the picolinate pendent arms. Consequently, the synthesis of
H2BZmacropa-NCS is moremodular in that it proceeds through
intermediate 8, which can potentially be functionalized with a
diverse range of different pendent donor arms to access a library
of different bifunctional chelators. Furthermore, H2BZmacropa-
NCS is relatively easier to synthesize as compared to
H2macropa-NCS. For instance, the synthesis of H2macropa-
NCS involves a nine-step pathway starting from the macrocycle,
while the synthesis of H2BZmacropa-NCS is carried out in four
or five steps. The location of the−NCS functional group also has
important effects on its hydrolytic stability. For instance, a
solution of H2macropa-NCS in pH 9.1 NaHCO3 buffer at room
temperature completely hydrolyzes to amine H2macropa-NH2
in approximately 5 h (t1/2 = 1.25 h). Under the same conditions,
the hydrolysis of H2BZmacropa is significantly slower (t1/2 = 56
h), requiring over a week for near complete formation of the
amine. The location of the −NCS group of H2macropa-NCS
directly on the electron-deficient picolinate group increases its
electrophilicity, rendering it more reactive and less stable than
the−NCS group of H2BZmacropa-NCS that is linked to a more
electron-rich phenyl group. The increased stability of
H2BZmacropa-NCS marks a potential advantage over
H2macropa-NCS, for H2BZmacropa-NCS may be shipped at
room temperature and stored for extended periods of time,
rendering it more broadly accessible to researchers across the
globe.

Antibody Conjugation. To further evaluate the suitability
of H2BZmacropa-NCS as a bifunctional chelator, this
compound was conjugated to the antibody GC33, which targets
the GPC3 receptor overexpressed in many liver cancers. The
H2BZmacropa-NCS conjugate of GC33 (GC33-BZM) was
prepared with standard antibody−isothiocyanate coupling
conditions, which use a slight molar excess (2.5−3 equiv) of
the chelator exposed to the antibody in bicarbonate buffer at 37
°C. These conditions were also applied to prepare the macropa
conjugate of GC33 (GC33-M) and the H2BZmacropa-NCS
conjugate of obinutuzumab (OBI-BZM), an antibody that binds
to human CD20 as a negative control. The conjugates were
subjected to gel-permeation chromatography to remove any
unconjugated bifunctional chelator, and their purities were
verified using size-exclusion HPLC (Figures S52−S54).
After purification, the average chelator:antibody ratios were

determined. Previous studies have shown that the presence of
too many covalently attached chelators on antibodies can have
negative consequences on their immunoreactivity and pharma-

Figure 2. Stability of 225Ac complexes in human serum over time.
Stability was measured using ITLC condition 1, as detailed in the
Supporting Information.
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cokinetic properties. As such, a chelator:antibody ratio of <5 is
generally desirable for radioconjugates.45−47 The chelator:anti-
body ratios were assessed using a modification of the previously
reported colorimetric arsenazo assay (Figures S58−S59).48 All
conjugates were found to have chelator:antibody ratios of
approximately 1:1 using this method, indicating that minimal
alteration of the antibody was achieved. To provide further
verification of these results, the chelator:antibody ratios of
GC33-M and GC33-BZM were also determined using ultra-
high-performance LC (UPLC)−high-resolution MS (HRMS).
The resulting mass spectra, shown in Figures S55−S57,
correspond well with the chelate:antibody ratios determined
using the arsenazo method.
Having established the degree of functionalization of these

conjugates, we next investigated the impact of this modification
on the immunoreactivity of GC33 using bio-layer interferom-
etry. The exposure of various concentrations of antibody−
chelator conjugates to the immobilized GPC3 antigen showed
concentration-dependent binding of the antibody to the surface

and subsequent dissociation. The combined association and
dissociation kinetic data across all concentrations were fit using
the global fitting model in Octet Analysis Studio software
(Figures S60−S62). These data demonstrated Kd values of 0.19,
0.14, and 0.042 nM for GC33-BZM, GC33-M, and GC33,
respectively. Taken together, the results show that both GC33-
BZM andGC33-M retained comparably high binding affinity for
GPC3, which was slightly diminished relative to that of the free
GC33 antibody.

Radiolabeling and Stability Studies with Chelator−
Antibody Conjugates. After confirming the identity, purity,
and antigen-binding affinity of the antibody conjugates, they
were radiolabeled with 225Ac following a previously reported
procedure that was used for GC33-M.29 Under these conditions,
a solution of antibody conjugates (450 μg) was added to a
solution of 225Ac (150 μCi, 5.55 MBq) in aqueous 0.1 M
NH4OAc (pH 5.5). The mixtures were incubated at room
temperature for 30 min, after which the completion of the
radiolabeling was checked using ITLC (Condition 2).

Scheme 1. Synthetic Scheme for H2BZmacropa-NCS

Figure 3. (Left) ITLC chromatogram of [225Ac]Ac-GC33-BZM after 7 day incubation in human serum at 37 °C. (Right) Stability over time of
[225Ac]Ac-GC33-BZM and [225Ac]Ac-GC33-M in human serum. Data points are the average of three independent samples, and error bars represent
the standard deviation.
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Purification of the radioconjugates via gel permeation
chromatography afforded them in >95% purity, as verified by
ITLC (Condition 2) (Figures S67−S69). The mild conditions
and rapid reaction time required for these radiolabelings
highlight the suitability of these chelators for antibody
radioconjugates of 225Ac. Importantly, the rapid room-temper-
ature radiolabeling afforded by these conjugates is critical for
minimizing radiolytic damage and thermal aggregation or
denaturation of the antibody.
The stabilities of [225Ac]Ac-GC33-BZM and [225Ac]Ac-

GC33-M were evaluated in whole human serum at 37 °C over
several days (Figures 3 and S73−S74). Radio-ITLC analysis
(Condition 2) confirmed that [225Ac]Ac-GC33-M remained
>90% intact over 7 days, highlighting the excellent stability of
the 225Ac complex of the bifunctional macropa-NCS2− chelator.
By contrast, radioconjugate [225Ac]Ac-GC33-BZM exhibited
marked degradation over the course of the experiment, with
approximately 55% intact complex remaining after 7 days. The
reduced stability of the [225Ac]Ac-GC33-BZM conjugate
relative to that of the unconjugated ligand−225Ac complex,
which showed good stability in human serum,may arise from the
electron-withdrawing effect of the thiourea moiety on the ligand
backbone, which decreases its donating capacity. Notably, for
both GC33-M and GC33-BZM radioconjugates, ITLC traces
showed the presence of three distinct species in solution: intact
conjugate, “free” 225Ac chelated by the mobile phase EDTA, and
a third unknown species. This third species reached approx-
imately 10% of the total activity over the course of 1 day and
then remained constant throughout the experiment. We
hypothesize that this unknown product may be [225Ac]Ac-
macropa or [225Ac]Ac-BZmacropa that has been cleaved from
the antibody via radiolysis of the thiourea linker as extensive
radiolysis is often observed in solutions containing 225Ac.18,49

Biodistribution Studies. Despite the lower stability of the
[225Ac]Ac-GC33-BZM conjugate relative to that of [225Ac]Ac-
GC33-M, we hypothesized that the former may still have
sufficient stability for tumor targeting in vivo. To test whether
[225Ac]Ac-GC33-BZM could successfully target GPC3+ tumors
in vivo, we treated athymic nude mice bearing HepG2 (GPC3+)
xenografts with 100 nCi (3.7 kBq) of [225Ac]Ac-GC33-BZM,
225Ac[Ac]-GC33-M (positive control), and [225Ac]Ac-OBI-
BZM (isotype control). After 48 and 96 h, mice (n = 3−4)
were euthanized, and their organs were weighed and counted
using a gamma counter after allowing 24 h for daughter isotope
equilibration. The % injected activity per gram (IA/g) in each
organ was then calculated (Figures 4, S75−S77). As expected,
the isotype control [225Ac]Ac-OBI-BZM, which does not target

the GPC3+ liver cancer xenografts, showed no appreciable
tumor uptake at any time point. By contrast, [225Ac]Ac-GC33-
BZM demonstrated a clear, specific tumor uptake at both 48 and
96 h postinjection, with the tumor signal greater than that of all
organs at both time points. Importantly, the tumor uptake of
[225Ac]Ac-GC33-BZM was effectively indistinguishable from
that of 225Ac[Ac]-GC33-M, indicating that these conjugates
have comparable targeting capabilities. However, the off-target
accumulation of 225Ac in both the liver and femur was higher
after the administration of [225Ac]Ac-GC33-BZM than for
225Ac[Ac]-GC33-M. A similar degree of liver uptake was also
observed in the nontargeted isotype control conjugate
[225Ac]Ac-GC33-BZM. Unchelated 225Ac has previously been
shown to localize to the liver almost exclusively. Therefore, the
higher liver uptake measured for both [225Ac]Ac-GC33-BZM
and [225Ac]Ac-OBI-BZM may be a consequence of the partial
instability of the [225Ac]Ac-BZmacropa complex under these
conditions.9 Despite these drawbacks, [225Ac]Ac-GC33-BZM
still demonstrates significant tumor uptake, suggesting that
BZmacropa-NCS may be viable as a bifunctional chelator for in
vivo studies of 225Ac-labeled antibody conjugates.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In summary, two rigid variants of the first-generation 225Ac
chelator H2macropa were synthesized by incorporating either
one or two benzene rings into the macrocyclic base. Our
comprehensive coordination chemistry studies of these ligands
with La3+, a nonradioactive surrogate for Ac3+, confirmed that
they form complexes that have lower stability than that of
H2macropa. DFT calculations were used to show that the use of
phenyl groups in the backbone enhances their preorganization at
the cost of their overall enthalpy of metal binding. These results
highlight the different factors that need to be taken into
consideration in designing and optimizing chelators for nuclear
medicine applications. Despite their lower thermodynamic
stability with La3+ when compared with H2macropa, 225Ac
radiolabeling studies with these ligands proceeded effectively,
yielding high-specific-activity compounds within minutes at
room temperature. Thus, these chelators are among the few
candidates that can bind 225Ac under such mild conditions,
rendering them valuable for use with temperature-sensitive
macromolecular targeting vectors.
Based on these promising results, the bifunctional variant

H2BZmacropa-NCS was synthesized. In contrast to other large
macrocyclic bifunctional chelators for 225Ac, H2BZmacropa-
NCS places the reactive functional group directly on the

Figure 4. Selected organ biodistribution of 225Ac-labeled GC33-BZM (solid, blue bar), 225Ac-labeled GC33-M (checkered, red bar), and 225Ac-labeled
OBI-BZM (striped, green bar) at 48 h (left panel) and 96 h (right panel) after administration (n = 3−4). Full biodistribution data can be found in the
Supporting Information, Figures S58−S60.
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macrocycle rather than on the pendent arms. This design
difference has two important implications. First, the synthetic
approach is modular in that it allows for the installation of
different pendent donor groups without perturbing the
functional group handle on the macrocycle. Second, the stability
of the −NCS functional group is substantially enhanced relative
to that of the first-generation macropa-NCS. For this first-
generation analogue, the −NCS group is installed on the
pendent picolinate group and hydrolyzes rapidly in both the
solid and solution states. These latter properties have made
shipping and storage of this compound challenging. The
enhanced hydrolytic stability of H2BZmacropa-NCS, by
contrast, should make it more accessible to other researchers.
To further evaluate the suitability of this new bifunctional
chelator, it was conjugated to antibody GC33, which can be
employed for targeting liver cancers that express GPC3.
Consistent with our expectations based on the small-molecule
chelators, radiolabeling of the GC33-BZM proceeded rapidly
under mild, room-temperature conditions. However, our serum
stability and biodistribution studies showed 225Ac-labeled
GC33-BZM to be less stable than the macropa conjugate yet
still capable of delivering this radionuclide to the tumor site.
Although the serum and in vivo stability of 225Ac-labeled GC33-
BZM present some concerns, further optimization of this new
bifunctional chelator, via modification of either the pendent
donor arms or extension of the linker between the reactive
−NCS group and the aromatic ring, may afford complexes of
enhanced stability that are suitable for further clinical develop-
ment. Alternatively, the use of H2BZmacropa-NCS for other
promising α-emitting radionuclides also warrants investigation.
These efforts are currently underway within our labs.
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